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INTRODUCTION

CONTEXT: RDA & LINKED DATA

RDA is here and linked data will be a new reality for libraries. This may be through BIBFRAME, or other applications 
(Schema.org, ALIADA, or local development).

“RDA represents a revision to AACR2 that implements FRBR concepts and incorporates FRBR terminology. The 
convergence of RDA and FRBR will focus cataloging, or resource description, on the resources’ relationships with each other 
and steer the process of retrieval and access toward navigating links through a hierarchy of relationships. This change in 
emphasis positions libraries to participate in the emerging Semantic Web.”  (Szeto, 2013, p. 306)

However, RDA will only position libraries to participate in the semantic web if we embrace these aspects of RDA. 
Consequently, the OCLS Cataloguing Workflow was developed with future data needs in mind, in order to help us move our 
metadata from closed database silos,

Linked data for libraries has been getting a lot of attention lately.  Linked data offers the promise to free library metadata from 
its existing silos, making it available where our users are (the search engines). At the same time, linked data will incorporate 
the sharing of metadata in ways MARC has never allowed, bringing the opportunity for richer description, while simultaneously 
enhancing information retrieval through serendipitous browsing or semantic search.

With its underlying FRBR model, Resource Description and Access (RDA) places an emphasis on describing discrete 
metadata elements rather than records, using authorized access points, identifiers, and above all, joining them with 
relationships. Through this approach RDA provides a bridge for libraries to move towards linked data, however, libraries need 
to embrace these concepts, and many of us still exist in a MARC vacuum. Linked data and the semantic web are on the 
horizon for libraries, but how do cataloguers plan for this change?

Following RDA implementation, Ontario Colleges and the Bibliographic Standards Working Group (BSWG) set about updating 
local standards, working on an awareness campaign, training, and developing the OCLS Cataloguing Workflow to replace an 
existing manual. 

While the OCLS Cataloguing Workflow’s primary purpose is to adapt documentation for RDA, throughout the development of 
the workflow there was a certain tension evident between detailing current practice and planning for future changes. Ultimately 
it only seemed prudent to also take some small steps in adapting practice for linked data. This poster aims to outline several 
steps that can be taken now to prepare for linked data through the creation of descriptive metadata.

AACR2 in MARC/RDA in MARC/RDA in RDF Step 3: AAP, Identifiers, and Relationships
THE TRANSITION

In order to prepare for future bibliographic metadata needs, we need to:
1. Acknowledge that MARC will be here for some time by continuing to provide instruction on using RDA in a MARC environment.
2. Ensure that our minimum content standards stay robust in the new linking and encoding environments.

WHAT CAN WE DO NOW: A NEW APPROACH TO WORKFLOW

RDA with underlying FRBR outlines critical content for resource description, which lends itself to usage with many metadata formats. 
Libraries have been using MARC for a very long time, but the future may hold the potential for library metadata in many forms, stressing the 
importance for content driven workflows - cataloguing outside the (MARC) box!
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Step 1: Content First

Step 2: WEMI
Initial efforts in the development of the OCLS Cataloguing Workflow focused on describing the manifestation in hand first, however, the 
workflow was changed to a WEMI order so that:
1. Describing the work first requires the cataloguer to ask some of the big questions about a resource upfront, describing AAP and 

relationships for the work, then Expression, that are often neglected in a manifestation driven approach.
2. A WEMI approach is in close alignment with the development of BIBFRAME.

To linked data on the semantic web:

Library metadata in closed databases - very useful for 
resource discovery, but effectively invisible on the web.

MARC living in parallel to linked data: through processes such as that 
used by the LibHub initiative, MARC data is transformed into RDF, 
making collection visible online through search engines.

An example of the BIBFRAME editor: library metadata native to the web, with RDA content standards preserved. This will allow for more 
visibility of library data, along with the potential to enrich resource discovery through linking of data sets and semantic search.

While previous manuals have focused on a MARC driven approach 
(sometimes to the point that AACR was marginalized), the OCLS 
Cataloguing Workflow instead directs the user on how to record the 
requisite content.  MARC instruction and examples are provided, reflecting 
our current operating environment, but in a more modular way so it can be 
lifted out of the workflow in future.

Tools like RIMMF (RDA in many metadata  formats) highlight how FRBR 
can help organize our data and the focus on a content driven approach.  
RIMMF data can be exported into several formats as illustrated below.

RDA, with its underlying FRBR model, addressed the description of standard elements for library metadata.  In a linked environment this 
means that key FRBR elements (Work, Expression, Manifestation, et cetera) can be more readily collocated for enhanced resource 
discovery and facetting, and linked to other data sets that can further enhance the research process.  In this light, the OCLS Cataloguing 
Workflow uses a FRBR WEMI (Work, Expression, Manifestation, Item) structure to outline the process of resource description, while 
covering the description of FRBR group 1,2, & 3 entities throughout.

With the development of the OCLS Cataloguing Workflow, in addition to emphasizing RDA’s underlying FRBR model, it became clear that in order to 
prepare for upcoming metadata needs, RDA’s usage of authorized access points, identifiers and relationships (AIR) would need to be stressed.

The Resource Description Framework (RDF) used by linked data, organizes data into a series of triples, in the form:

              Subject   Predicate          Object

“Catalogers must create data in MARC that will allow it to be batch processed into RDF automatically with the least amount of difficulty. Here 
again they can look to the fundamentals of data quality and require that the data produced during batch processing will be discrete, consistent, 
and semantically unambiguous.” (Seeman & Goddard, 2015, p. 335)
 
Overall, the focus on describing resources needs to shift to describing a number of related elements, rather than bibliographic records.
1. Emphasize the use of authorized access points
2. Use identifiers whenever possible
3. Leverage the use of relationships in RDA and MARC wherever possible
 
As a result, the OCLS Cataloguing Workflow is driven by FRBR Group 1 elements (WEMI), and seeded with ample opportunity to build 
relationships with group 2 and 3 elements at every stage. By outlining the description of AAP, identifiers and relationships relevant to each 
respective WEMI element set, the cataloguer will begin to see resource description as a set of interrelated elements joined by relationships, rather 
than as a record.  AIR elements are emphasized throughout the OCLS Cataloguing Workflow as outlined below:
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While we are still working within MARC, in this example the following elements can be drawn out:

Work “Linked data for libraries” 

Work 
identifier http://experiment.worldcat.org/entity/work/data/1840249565

Relationship 
designator “author” 

From linked 
data set -
has identifier

http://id.loc.gov/vocabulary/relators/aut

Person Hooland, Seth van 

Identifier for 
person http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/no2014097600

This is starting to look like a triple!
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While we are still working within MARC, in this example the following elements can be drawn out:

Work:                “Linked data for libraries” 
Work Identifier:  http://experiment.worldcat.org/entity/work/data/1840249565 

Relationship designator:                  “author”
From linked data set, has identifier: http://id.loc.gov/vocabulary/relators/aut  

Person:                     Hooland, Seth van 
Identifier for person:  http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/no2014097600

Thus:
Linked data for libraries → Has author → Hooland, Seth van 

As outlined above, this is starting to look like a triple!






